Creating
Technology
deployment

From implementation to transformation

On time, on budget

Is your technology creating a need for workarounds
and stop gaps? Does your IT team spend more time
managing than innovating? Have past projects left
you feeling frustrated or stuck with an expensive
letdown that doesn’t really work?

With experience comes dependability. We have
a solid track record of planning and analysis that
allows us to define a fixed project scope and stand
behind our fee. You will understand exactly what
you will receive in terms of technology and costs
— delivered in an agile framework for transparency
and accuracy.

We hear you. Rolling out new technology can be a
struggle. You’re making a big investment and you
need a solution that’s actually going to deliver on its
promises. That’s why you need a technology partner
that thinks bigger than implementation — you want
one focused on impact.
When you work with Wipfli to select and deploy
your technology, you get an experienced partner
committed to business transformation and lasting
results. We start with a deep dive into your
business so we can select or design the solution
that meets your immediate needs and provides
value in the future.
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 loud computing
C
Collaboration platforms
Network infrastructure
Wireless networking and security
Email and server migrations
Data backup and disaster recovery

Implementation, and so much more
Any technician can set up your new software. But it takes a partner to unlock value, creating a system that
not only fits your unique way of doing business today but also positions you for long-term success.

Planning and analysis

Configuration and customization

A successful implementation requires
thorough planning. We work collaboratively
with your team, analyzing your business
and future-state goals. Together, we’ll
define project scope, addressing
project risks and agreeing on a shared
understanding of success.

We offer a full scope of configuration,
integration, customization and datamigration services. We take an agile
approach to development, working in
short, iterative sprints that continuously
deliver new usable features and
capabilities. An agile approach lowers
project risk, creating transparency and
rapid feedback cycles to ensure the final
product meets expectations.

Your technology is only as good as the
processes that drive it. We bring fresh
perspective and experience to the table,
helping your team refine a vision for your
technology — one that adds real value and
makes a meaningful improvement to the
way you work.
Solution design
You don’t have to settle for built-in
capabilities. In the design stage, we map your
business requirements to the system you’re
implementing. At this point, we’re building a
plan that outlines which requirements can
be filled by standard product configurations
and which require customization.
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Training
Get immediate results from a well-trained
team. Deployment plans include extensive
end user training so your employees have
the knowledge they need to put your new
solution to work.

Let’s get started
Contact Wipfli and find out how we deploy
technology with lasting results.
wipfli.com

